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Abstract: The electric power drive systems consisting of three phase induction motor and static frequency 

converter are designed to enhance the performance on site, by diminishing the energy consumption, optimization 

of the technological processes and the reduction of costs for the maintenance and repairs of the equipment. 

The paper presents some important issues concerning the selection of inverter fed flameproof electric drives in 

the field of potentially explosive atmospheres of gases and vapors by ensuring a correct risk management 

against the hazard of electric sparks as well as excessive temperatures.  
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1. Fields of use for variable speed electrical motors. 

 

 Equipment consisting of rotor cage three phase asynchronous electric motor supplied 

by a static frequency converter are designed to enhance the performances in exploitation, in 

the sense of reducing the energetic consumption, optimization of the technological processes, 

enhancing the reliability and safety in operation, simplification of the installation and 

reducing of the costs for the maintenance and repair of the overall equipment. 

 The three phase electric motor supplied via a frequency converter is being used in all 

types of power drives systems in which the speed variation ensures the regulating of 

parameters such as pressure, speed or flow.  

 On the other hand, alternative current variable speed drives using the assembly made 

up of electric motor – static frequency converter can easily replace the continuous current 

motor drives. 

 By using variable speed drives, an important economy potential is being created. In 

industrial power drives we can distinguish two groups of equipment: 

a. a group in which the technological process requires the electric motor to have an 

electronic command speed adjustment; 

b. a second group that includes: pumps, fans, mills, etc. 

which function without speed regulation, but in the case of which a great amount of energy is 

being lost due to the use of valves, faucets or other systems for the regulation of process 

parameters. By using variable speed drives one can obtain an economy of 20 to 70% of the 

total energy consumption. 

 In a variable speed drive, the rotor cage electric motor can be started slowly, with a 

small current and the speed can be controlled and adapted continuously, on a large scale, to 

the process demands.  
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2. Specific requirements imposed by the functioning of electric motors supplied 

by static frequency converters in explosive atmospheres. 

 

2.1 Constructive features. 

 

All electric motors used in potentially explosive atmospheres have to be ATEX 

certified, according to the standards for the specific type (s) of protection to which they have 

been designed. 

According to the regulations, the electric motor has to be so designed that the 

maximum surface temperature of the enclosure of the motor is limited according to the 

temperature class of the application of gases or vapors in which it will be used (this is 

typically temperature class T4 or T3). This requires certain tests to be run, in order to check 

and measure the external temperature of the motor. 

The vast majority of electric motors falling in the T4 temperature class are being 

tested by supplying via a static frequency converter using a loading characteristic according to 

Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig.1 Loading characteristic 

 

2.2. Winding insulation 

 

The winding insulation system of the motor, in case of supplying via a static 

frequency converter is submitted to higher dielectric stresses than in the case of supplying 

with sinusoidal currents and voltages. In the case of supplying via a current source converter, 

during the commuting phase, voltage peaks are likely to occur in the motor, which induce 

stresses in the winding insulation system. 

The dielectric stress of the winding insulation is determined by the peak voltage, the 

rising time and the frequency of the impulses produced by the converter, as well as the 

characteristics and the length of the connection between the converter and the motor, and 

other parameters of the system. 
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The combination between rapidly commuting converters and cables is likely to 

produce voltage peaks due to the effects of the transmission line. In the case of motors having 

a rated voltage less or equal to 500 V a.c. the insulation system has to be so designed as to 

cope with the maximum peak voltages to which it will be faced. 

In the case of motors with rated voltage of more than 500 V a.c. and up to 690 V a.c., 

supplied via rapidly commuting converters, it may be necessary to apply an enhanced 

insulation system and / or filters designed so as to reduce the rising time and / or the peak 

voltages. 

The voltage field ∆u is the difference between the instantaneous values of the voltage 

right before and after the voltage impulse. This impulse ends right after the voltage reaches its 

first maxim. The rising time ta is defined as the time interval in which the voltage varies 

between 10% and 90% of its overall field ∆u. 

Due to the complex inter conditionings, it is necessary to have a careful design of the 

entire electric power drive. This requires sometimes the use of filters at the output of the 

converter. 

 

2.3. Thermal protection of the insulation 

 

The temperature control for electric motors supplied via a static frequency converter is 

usually made with the help of thermistors with positive temperature coefficient – PTC code, 

which are inserted in the winding of the motor. With the help of these thermistors which are 

connected via the terminal box of the motor to the protective device of the static converter, the 

motor can be disconnected from the electric power supply in case of abnormal operation or 

due to the overload conditions, by this avoiding the exceeding of the temperature above the 

maximum admitted limits. 

According to the ATEX Directive, with reference to Power Drive Systems (PDS), the 

concept of power drive system is used to describe a variable speed electric drive of an electric 

motor as an integral part of an assembly consisting of electric motor – static frequency 

converter. 

The schematic representation of this system is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2 The Power Drive System 
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Where: 

 BDM – Basic drive module consisting of power input, control and power output 

selections; 

 CDM – Complete drive module consisting of BDM and auxiliary sections, but 

excluding the motor and motor – coupled sensors. 

 PDS – Power Drive System, comprising CDM, motor and sensors. 

According to this reglementation, the entire system comprising the electric motor and 

the frequency converter, used in potentially explosive atmospheres of gases and vapors have 

to ATEx certified. The motors are tested when supplied by the converter and the temperature 

of the motor is determined using a specialized software in order to predict the temperature 

evolution and to revent the overheating of the motor. 

 

2.4. Bearing currents and methods of prevention 

 

The most important factors that define whic mecansim is prominent are the size of the 

motor and how the motor frame and shaft are grounded. The electrical installation, meaning a 

suitable cable type and proper bonding of the earthing conductors and the electrical shield, 

also plays an important role, as well as the rated converter input voltage and the rate of rise of 

the converter output voltage. The source of bearing currents is te voltage across te bearing.  

In all variable speed applications, in order to ensure the reliability and the safety of the 

application, voltage and currents in the bearings have to avoided by all means. In order to 

supply the motor with as much as posible sinisoidal currents, the output voltage of the 

frequency converter must have a high chopper frequency.  

The voltage peaks rapidly choppered of the output voltage of the converter high 

capacitive currents and voltages on the internal capacitances of the motor. This capacitive 

voltage induced in the bearing, can produce, in the worst case scenario, pinches in the 

lubricant film of the rolling elements bearing, this leading to a premature wear of the bearing. 

During operation of the converter, parasit currents through the bearings can be caused 

by two kinds of voltages: 

- The shaft voltage 

The term shaft voltage applies to the voltage that is induced in the conducting ringlet 

made of: shaft, bearings, endshields and enclosure, by a ring type flow in the stator. 

The irregualrities in the stator (like the ventilation channels, etc.)can cause ring type 

flow. 

The ring type flow can be amplified by a continuous component of the stator currents 

(the so called common mode currents), whose amplitude depends on the earth bonding system 

of the motor. 

A current peak occuras each time one of the semiconductor elements commutes, 

generally 6 times during the impulse frequency period. 

 

- The bearings voltage 

The term bearing voltage applies to a capacitive coupling voltage at the radial ... of the 

bearings. 

The voltage in the bearings is caused by an alternative voltage between the average 

potential of the stator winding and the grounded stator core (the so called common mode 

voltage) which is inherent in the commnad and contro algoritm of PWM converters. 
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The common mode voltage consists in particular of the components having the 

frequency 3 times higher than theh frequency of the system, 3 times the basis frequency at the 

output terminals of the converter and the frequency of the impulses. 

The two types of bearing currents, high-frequency circulating current (IC) and shaft 

earthing current (IS), are shown schematically in Figure 3. These are strongly influenced by 

the earthing arrangements and earthing impedances. 

 

 
   

Figure 3 Possible bearing currents 

  

 The experience has shown that: 

 - Motors framesize up to 315 inclusive, seldom experience deficiencies related to the 

bearings in case of supplying via frequency converters. 

 In the same time, the dielectrical stresses in the bearings show variations in large 

limits, function of the command algoritm of the converter. 

 When converters having an impulse frequency higher than 10 kHz are used, and an 

output voltage higher than 400 V, it is recommended to use the insulation of the bearings. 

 - In the case of motors framesize higher than 315, the folloeing are recommended: 

- the use of a filter type converter designed to reduce the continuous 

component of                 the phase voltage (the so called common mode 

voltage); 

- or to reduce du / dt of the voltage; 

- to insulate the bearing of the motor; 

- The insulation of a rollimg element bearing can be achieved by replacement 

with an insulated bearing of the the same type and dimension. The insulation 

of both bearings is rarely required. 

  

2.5.Supply cables and the distance motor – converter 

 

 When determining the cross section of the cable and the distance between the motor 

and the converter, several parameters have to be taken into account, such as the current value, 

the connection conductor of the given motor, the maximum diameter of the sealing gasket of 

the cable gland entry of the motor, as well as the drop of voltage across the cable which can 

affect the parameters of the motor and the correct operation of it. 
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 By using frequency converters, it is possible to compensate the voltage drop across the 

supply conductors of motors which are located at great distances from the converter. 

 

 2.6. Frequency / speed variation field and maximum safety speed in operation. 
 Function of the design of the motor, operation at higher speeds can be allowed, but 

this possibility has to checked by appropriate testing. 

 In the case of operation at speeds higher than the rated speed, the noise levels and the 

vibrations increase. It may be necessary to re balance the rotor in order to operate at speeds 

higher than the rated speed. 

Long term operation at speeds close to the maximum safety operation speed can lead 

to a considerable life shortening of the bearings. 

This may also affect the sealing of the shaft and / or the lubrication time intervals of 

the bearings. 

 

3. Conclusions 

 

The electric motor supplied via a frequency converter is used in all driving systems 

where by the speed variation of the motor, parameters like pressure, speed or flows are 

regulated. 

Also, variable speed drives of the type electric a.c. motor – static frequency converter 

can easily replace continuous current motors power drives. 

The paper helps to identify the advantages offered by the variable speed power drives 

in potentially explosive atmospheres as well as it provides important information concerning 

the appropriate selection of power drives consisting of an Ex motor supplied via a frequency 

converter in applications in the field of explosive atmospheres of gases and vapors, by 

ensuring a correct management of the ignition risk from electric sparks and excessive 

temperatures. 

The correct application of these issues will lead to a reduction of the costs and time 

intervals necessary for the ATEX certification of such electric power drive systems designed 

for  explosive atmospheres. 
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